
LEARN HEBREW ALPHABET WRITE AND WIPE

Alright, so you want to learn the Hebrew alphabet. In other words, you want to read and write in Hebrew. We'll do this in
under 1 hour but.

Quick test: Can you repeat these 10 character names without looking at this page? Weather Beginners will
learn basic weather in Hebrew. Have a partner take a word away and you have to say which word is missing in
the prayer. Whether they are reading or hearing someone read, have the students put their finger on what is
being read. When they hear their word card read, stand up. Basic Numbers The number pages will have the
number in Hebrew, the letter value, and the numeric value in English. Add the laminated pages option for an
additional. Time: minutes So, write down the names of the characters. Reassessâ€”and then have students only
work with the flashcards they now need to review. Teach the students key vocab words from their readings.
Close your eyes. Put words of a prayer in correct order, then read it. Show your madrichim how to guide
students in paired reading. Can make the game more difficult by matching words with the same root
lettersâ€”shorashim. Create a song using vocab words you are studying. Grades Learn the meaning of the
verses of Torah that they are reading in the Youth Service. Learn what the tefillah or Torah text inspires us to
do and then do it. If the students enjoy the way they are learning, they are more likely to value what they are
learning. While one child is reading, the rest of the class is passive and bored, and many students feel anxious
about reading in front of the whole class. Assessing tefillah mastery: have students read a prayer from a
handout. Move--clap when they hear a lamed, do a jumping jack when they read a word with a final letter
Create stations to have the students walking around the room and doing different Hebrew activities at each
station. Share personal connections to the tefillot they are studying. Then have the line of students say the
prayerâ€”first each child saying their word, then all saying the whole prayer. Multi-sensory approaches:
alef-bet cookie cutters and playdough create letters with popsicle sticks, beansâ€¦ trace a letter with your finger
write the Hebrew letters in flour on a plate write the letters on the board or on individual wipe-off boards in
supply closet Visual methods: Look at or create posters in the classroom displaying what they are learning,
such as a shoresh tree, words that start with the same soundâ€¦ Illustrate a tefillah that they are learning or a
scene from the Torah verses they are reading. Strategies for Teaching Hebrew How can we meet our goals of
creating a kehillah kedoshah sacred community during Hebrew lessons? There are so many ways to engage
students while they are building their Hebrew skills. Repeat Hebrew words that the teacher says. Write them
out. Games like connect four, tic tac toeâ€¦ read a line or phrase correctly and you gain a move in the game.
Learn a song in Hebrew. This first half should take you 30 minutes if not less. Flashcards, learning games,
trivilaties and perfection asideâ€¦ writing out characters again and again is the fastest way to get the Hebrew
Alphabet in your head. Meeting circlesâ€”share an experience you had with nature when learning a prayer
about creation. Say them out loud. Pairs of students can do this for each other. The English numeric value will
have space to use stickers, paint dots, coloring, etc. This will take you a minute or three at most. Days of the
Week These pages will have a section for tracing the name of the day in Hebrew. Listen to modern Israeli
music and have the students learn a few of the words in the song. Then, for review, write in the Hebrew
characters too. Hebrew Colors These pages will come with cards to print out and match, as well as space for
tracing. Will it be messy? Word cardsâ€”can be done all together or in small groups and as stations: Give each
child a card and have them find someone in the room with a card that makes the same sound or has the same
shoreshâ€¦ Display a few words cards and give a clue about a wordâ€”this is the Jewish stateâ€”and have them
read the word.


